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Hello The Big Mig,

I am Stanley Bolten. I saw you on the Pete Santilli show being made aware of case no. 22-6123, U.S.
Supreme Court.

See the following screenshot for confirmation:

Attorney Lin Wood has allowed Brian to use his claims, and bring up information in his 2255 case
about his suspicions (judges being blackmailed) over the entire blackmail scheme in asking for a
Special Master to investigate the alleged blackmail videos of judges and officials, including but not
limited to involvement of Chief Justice John Roberts. Brian has been pushing for a few years and
asking Attorney L. Lin Wood to provide any credible information, to investigate if the following
individuals were being blackmailed with child rape and murder blackmail videos, and now Brian is
wondering if the following individuals were "visiting child porn sites" which Pete Santilli spoke about
this additional blackmail the Deep State has on these federal officials:
(1) North Carolina Senator and President Pro Tempore, Philip Edward Berger Senior, son was District
Attorney of Rockingham County, Phil Berger Junior.
(2) Fourth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals judges (because they keep dismissing every appeal and
affirming every judgment, ignores Supreme Court case law)
(3) Chief Judge Thomas David Schroeder (Middle District of North Carolina, George W. Bush
appointed)
(4) Former Chief Judge William Lindsey Osteen Junior (Middle District of North Carolina, George W.
Bush appointed)

I even heard Pete Santilli saying that claims made in that case by Brian D. Hill, bringing up the
Attorney L. Lin Wood claims, and Pete saying that the claims are corroborated by Evan Neumann, who
is being protected under political asylum in Belarus. That's great Evan has corroborated the claims
made in that Supreme Court case or in at least one or more of that case pleadings because Brian Hill
had been in front of rigged federal judges since December, 2013 after he was arrested by DHS Special
Agent Brian Dexter for a crime he was innocent of and is innocent of.
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Brian has been fighting against the blackmailers because he is innocent and was in front of a rigged
federal judicial system for a very long time. See attachment: Emergency-Motion-Response.pdf. Brian
has lived under a rigged case, a rigged judiciary. Wasn't allowed an independent forensic investigator,
wasn't allowed any mental evaluation over his false confession, wasn't allowed to bring up his autism
in reference to his false confession which is of facts of his innocence. Brian was almost fully pardoned
thanks to Roger J. Stone but Roger failed due to the whole Jan 6 fiasco.

Brian Hill ran USWGO Alternative News. https://web.archive.org/web/20120821043641/http:
//uswgo.com/

He did a lot of things which made the Deep State wanting to come after him, and keep him off of the
internet. That effectively ended his freedom of the press and character assassinated USWGO
Alternative News, and ended any peaceful way for him to fight the New World Order. His First
Amendment rights were taken away indefinitely. The U.S. Department of Justice is still holding
this innocent man hostage. Evidence has been mailed to Pete Santilli. Still awaiting pickup at his
P.O. Box. Lot of evidence in that DATA DVD mailed by Brian Hill. That DATA DVD can be uploaded and
transmitted to you unless you feel that it would be better to mail a physical DVD with a tracking
number to prevent the feds from intercepting that evidence if you wish to further look at the evidence.
Evidence of court filings, letter to Senator Tim Kaine, different pieces of evidence, evidence Brian Hill
was tortured into falsely pleading guilty.

Brian has evidence that the U.S. Attorney selectively destroyed discovery evidence materials from his
criminal case in his FOIA lawsuit as shown by the Vaughn Index. The very evidence which had been
destroyed proved the innocence of Brian Hill, proved that there were no affidavits, no certified forensic
scientists documented, no blurred images or any confirmed images. Brian's Pre-Sentence
Investigation Report said Brian had no victims because it was of an unknown series. Said it was
downloading for 11 months Brian Hill did not have his computer. His entire case was fraudulent at
worst, a mistake to prosecute at best. The FBI refuses to investigate any of this. See
https://wearechange.org/case-brian-d-hill/ and https://archive.org/details
/WRCBrianDHillDocsPics_201607

Brian was targeted for operating uswgo.com. The feds wanted him to shut up. Brian defeated
Righthaven LLC in 2011. https://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/03/business/media/03righthaven.html

Now you have a lot of information. Proofs is key.

God bless you patriot,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
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